Report of the ALCTS Cataloging and Metadata Management Section
The ALCTS Cataloging and Metadata Management Section Cataloging and Classification Research Interest Group (CCRIG) met at the 2011 American Library Association Annual Meeting in New Orleans for an e-forum summary, a research presentation, and a research blitz involving seven speakers.
Susan Massey, incoming CCRIG Chair and Head of Discovery Enhancement at the University of North Florida library, opened the meeting with a brief summary of the ALCTS e-forum Beyond 2010 the Year of Cataloging Research, which she co-hosted in March 2011 with outgoing CCRIG Chair Sherab Chen, Associate Professor and Coordinator for Non-Roman Cataloging at the Ohio State University Libraries. The eforum addressed how catalogers disseminate research and stay informed about current trends and best practices in their field. Participants noted an increased use of blogs, Twitter, wikis, and webinars in preference to traditional library literature, which may not be as quickly and easily accessed or cater to the wider audiences involved in metadata research. Google-crawled and open access institutional repositories were preferred to subscription journals as a method of article dissemination. When asked about potential research agendas, participants requested practical studies that support best practices, such as: which record elements are most useful to searchers; whether user tagging can supplement or replace controlled vocabularies; data that helps libraries advocate for the value of cataloging; the use of embedded metadata for e-books; and how staff attrition impacts access to cataloging expertise.
Xiaoli Li, Head of Cataloging and Metadata Services at Shields Library, University of California, Davis, presented her research on Cataloging Electronic Theses and Dissertations: Is Author-contributed Metadata Useful? In the fall 2010, UC Davis transitioned to mandatory electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) and accepted student submissions via the UMI ETD Administrator, which uses a Web-based form template to gather author-supplied metadata. Li reviewed a random sample to determine the quality and suitability of the metadata for use in creating minimal level OCLC records. The only field that did not require cataloger edits was the date field. The author heading, title, and thesis note needed modification for standardization and usability. She found that many author-supplied keywords were non-unique and repeated terms found in the title, abstract, or subject headings. In addition, although some subject categories selected by authors from a pull-down list in the submission form were unique, many matched the thesis discipline provided in a local genre heading. Li concluded that author-supplied metadata is useful in MARC record creation but editorial intervention by catalogers is needed. 
